Usurpation is facultative intraspecific social parasitism. The term "usurpation" was first proposed by Yoshikawa (1955) to denote the process in which a female social insect invades a colony of the same species, kills or dominates the resident reproductive female and assumes her reproductive role. It has been postulated that usurpation behavior represents the first step in the evolution of the more advanced classes of interspecific social parasitism in wasps (Taylor, 1939; Wilson, 1971). However, usurpation behavior remains poorly studied relative to interspecific social parasitism and has been described in detail only twice (Janet, 1903; Yoshikawa, 1955). Detection of usurpation requires the observation of marked colonies and this probably accounts for the paucity of data related to usurpation.

With reference to energy management, usurpation is an aggressive analogue of the cleptoparasitic reproductive strategy employed by many solitary wasps, flies, and scarab beetles. The usurping queen gains a nest and often a worker force to aid in rearing her own offspring. Hence there is an obvious selective advantage to usurpation which is presumably opposed by the probability of being killed by the resident queen or worker wasps. However, it is not clear what the stimuli involved in eliciting usurpation actually are. The loss of a nest or the failure to gain the alpha position in a dominance hierarchy are obvious possibilities.

Previous observations of usurpation have not included data on the prior behavior of the usurping females and have been confined to temperate monogynous species. There have been no reports of usurpation or social parasitism in polygynous wasps such as the Polybiini in spite of an a priori higher expectation of cheating and deception in polygynous systems relative to monogynous systems.
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Moreover, dominance behavior has been poorly studied in polygynous wasps. Herein, a set of observations on an instance of usurpation in a tropical polygynous wasp, *Metapolybia cingulata* (Hymenoptera: Vespidae: Polybiini) and the dominance interactions that preceded usurpation seem worthy of a separate presentation.

**Materials and Methods**

The observations presented here were made during a three month study of *Metapolybia cingulata* in western Ecuador.

A group of colonies were modified to permit close observation and were marked for identification in the manner described by Forsyth (1976). The two colonies discussed in this report were relatively small and young. Colony C initially contained 27 adults and a comb area of 110 × 85 mm. Colony F initially contained 55 adults and a comb area of 120 × 80 mm. On the basis of cell reusage, colony F was older than colony C.

*Metapolybia cingulata*, like most polybiines, lacks strongly differentiated morphological castes, and it is usually necessary to dissect females to conclusively distinguish workers from queens (Richards and Richards, 1951). However, there are differences in queen and worker behavior which allows one to categorize individuals; for example, workers groom queens but not each other. The observations presented here were derived from a continuing long term study in which the reproductive roles were inferred behaviorally rather than by dissection.

**Observations**

Strong dominance interactions were first observed in colony C on June 28. Two females were involved which are designated DDT and YA. DDT was a young female which had eclosed on June 20. YA had been present in the colony since the initiation of the study on May 23. DDT was very attractive to the workers who frequently groomed her, particularly about the abdomen. YA was much less frequently groomed, but clearly occupied a dominant role. She frequently postured in the aggressive wing-spread position and was often the recipient of trophallaxis.

On June 28 I observed YA approach DDT and grab with her forelegs the head of DDT. DDT broke the hold and moved away. Shortly after, while DDT was being groomed, YA again approached and attempted to bite the abdomen of DDT. DDT responded with an abdominal stinging motion (sting retracted) but was physically
knocked from the nest by YA. After DDT returned, aggressive interactions of similar nature were again initiated by YA, but these were not successful in displacing DDT.

There were two basic forms of aggressive contact. In the milder form, both individuals stood grasping each other face to face with their abdomens pointing towards each other and would vigorously antennate each other. In more extreme interactions, YA would attempt to bite the abdomen of DDT, who would make stinging motions and then break away.

On June 29 YA was absent from the nest. Colony C was exchanging workers with other colonies at this time (Forsyth, 1976). However, YA was not present at any of these colonies and after several days was presumed dead. DDT was behaving in a queen-like manner, being the only wasp receiving extensive grooming and trophallactic donations.

On July 3 a routine check of colony F revealed the presence of YA. This was unexpected as colony F was not exchanging workers with colony A and non-interchanging colonies are generally hostile to foreign wasps. At this time, YA was behaving as a worker sitting quietly on the comb and regurgitating when solicited.

YA subsequently became more active working on the comb. By July 6, YA was exhibiting wing-spreading behavior. On July 7th, I found an individual from colony B with one wing chewed in two. Dissection revealed this to be a young reproductive female. YA was very active and aggressive. YA continued to be a resident in colony F until July 13. Shortly after this, colonies C and F were destroyed by nearby construction work. Dissection of some wasps salvaged from colony B revealed at least one reproductive female to be present.

**Discussion**

One interpretation of these observations is that the failure of an older queen (YA) to dominate a younger reproductive (DDT) led it to abandon colony C, invade colony F and displace one of the resident queens.

*Metapolypbia cingulata* is known to exchange workers between related colonies (Forsyth, 1976). However, in this instance a non-interchanging and presumably unrelated colony was the object of usurpation. In unrelated colonies the invading female should be opposed by not only the resident queen, but also by the workers who will “prefer” to rear related offspring. Clearly, there is some subtle deception process involved in this particular usurpation. In a small
monogynous system such as *Polistes*, usurpation may be accomplished by simple mechanical domination of both workers and reproductives by the invading female. In this case, in which there are many resident workers, usurpation cannot proceed simply by aggression. It is probable that the invasion is accomplished by deception based on colony odor. The usurping female was not at either colony for several days. This may have allowed loss of colony odor and facilitated her acceptance into the colony.

The dominance behavior and aggression described previously may have broader significance than simply the triggering of usurpation. Inter-queen competition appears to be pronounced in small colonies to the extent that it may alter the social structure. Most small *Metapolybia cingulata* colonies rapidly become effectively monogynous (Forsyth, in prep.). Eberhard (1973) has reported this phenomenon in *M. docilis* and *M. aztecoides*. She found that monogyny was produced by worker persecution of all reproductive females but one. My observations suggest that monogyny in small colonies may also be the result of inter-queen aggression. Polygyny develops when colonies become large (Forsyth, in prep.). In a proximate sense, the occurrence of many reproductive females in the large colonies may simply reflect the ineffectiveness of dominance in large colonies. In an evolutionary context, the importance of inter-queen dominance will vary as a function of colony level selection pressures and in-breeding, a relationship yet to be quantified in the field.
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NOTE ON BITTacus VALIDUS IN BALTIC AMBER.
In my reviews of Tertiary Mecoptera (1931, 1954), I expressed doubt that Bittacus validus, preserved in Baltic amber and described by Hagen in 1856, was actually a mecopteron. Recently, Dr. Hermann Jaeger, of the Paläontologisches Museum (Humboldt-Universität) in Berlin, sent me Hagen's type specimen for study. It turns out to be a caddisfly, showing clearly the characteristic mouthparts, hairy wings, and looped anal veins. Unfortunately, other structural features are so poorly preserved in the specimen that generic determination within the Trichoptera will probably prove impossible. For the present, at any rate, it seems advisable to list the insect as (Trichopteron) validus Hagen. [Reference: Carpenter, F. M., 1931, Journ. N. Y. Ent. Soc., 30: 412; 1954, Psyche, 61: 36. Hagen, H. A., 1856, Berendt, Bernst. befindl. organ. reste vorw., 2(1):91] — F. M. Carpenter, Harvard University.